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2 OSP employees charged with $4,900 university theft
BY RICK SHEPHERD
Two Boston College employees
were arraigned last Friday
morning in Newton District
Courthouse on charges of larceny,
stemming from the alleged
embezzlement of more than
$4900 over a fifteen month
period, from the Office of Special
Programs (OSP) at BC.
Miss Mary R. Hall, 27,
secretary to the Director of the
OSP, and Mr. Francis P. Keany, a
Research Assistant and franchise
expert of the same office, are
being charged with a total of 59
counts of larceny according to
Chapter 266, section 30 of the
General Laws of Massachusetts.
Mr. Arthur O'Leary, the Chief of
Security at BC, is the complainant
on each of the summonses.
Miss Hall has been an employee
of BC since April of 1965

according to Mr. Leo Sullivan, the
Director of Personnel. She had
worked in the OSP for
approximately four of these years,
having first been employed as a
secretary in the Dean's Office in
the School of Management. She is
charged with 33 counts of
larceny, the first of which
allegedly took place on October
27, 1969, and the last of which
allegedly took place on December
16, 1970. Over this period of time
she is charged with embezzling a
total of $4,195.13. On one day
(April 15, 1970) she is said to,
have taken $873.00 of this sum,
in three separate withdrawals,
while on another (February 10,
1970) she is said to have taken
$507.75 in the same number of

withdrawals.
Mr.

Keany

has been

an

employee of BC since September

of 1966, about five years. He was took place between the dates of
employed in the Office of Student -January 6, 1970 and August 4,
Housing for a period of this time.
1970, and resulted in the taking

Keany was a 1960 graduate of BC.
He is charged with 26 counts of
larceny totlaing $2,118.15, the
first of which allegedly took place
on October 27, 1969 and the last
of which allegedly took place on
December 14, 1970.
In addition to the 26 counts of
larceny, he has been charged with
13 counts of accesory before the
fact according to Chapter 274,
section 2 of the General Laws of
Massachusetts. This law reads,
"Whoever aids in the commission
of a felony, or is an accesory
thereto before the fact by
counselling, hiring or otherwise
procuring such felony to be
committed, shall be indicted,
tried, and punished as a
principle." These alleged actions

Workers accept Incentive Plan

of more than one hundred
dollars
on thirteen separate
occasions and amounts of less
of $2,739.65.
than one hundred on twenty
The General Law regarding occasions. If she were to be
larceny in the State of convicted to the fullest extent of
Massachusetts reads, "Whoever the aforementioned law, in other
steals, or with intent to defraud words, she could either be
obtains by a false pretense, or imprisoned for 85 years, or pay a
whoever unlawfully, and with fine of $13,800 and spend 26
intent to steal or embezzle, years in jail. Under the same
converts or secretes with intent to circumstances Mr. Keany could
convert, the property stolen theoretically be imprisoned for 99
exceeds one hundred dollars, be years or for 30 years if he were to
punished by imprisonment in the pay a $16,200 fine. He has been
state prison for not more than five
charged with stealing amounts of
years, or by a fine of not more more than one hundred dollars on
than six hundred dollars, and fifteen occasions and amounts less
imprisonment in jail for not more than that figure on twenty-four
than two years; or, if the value of separate occasions.
the property stolen, other than a
Eighteen summonses for
firearm as so defined, does not larceny toltalling nearly $1,400
exceed one hundred dollars, shall showed the same date and same
be punished by imprisonment in amount for each defendant.
jail for not more than one year or Overall, $6,300 is involved in the
by a fine of not more than three summonses.
hundred dollars."
The amounts allegedly taken
Miss Hall allegedly took (continued on page 7)
amounts

BY CHRIS GALLIGAN
Saga workers have reached a
tentative agreement with the

new efficiency campaign. After
telling workers that the wage
increases would not result in
management concerning a new higher student board fees, "not if
wage scale, which Saga calls the handled right," Mr. McCormick
Incentive Plan.
responded that profits in the
The new wage proposal was resident dining hall are below the
accepted during a meeting of Saga company guidelines of a 5%
workers on March 9. During the pre-tax profit. Pressed for an
meeting workers also voiced exact figure of Saga's actual
concern over the recent firing of profits, McCormick said he did
Head Student Manager, Michael not know but was probaby close
Berkey, and urged the disclosure to a 4% pre-tax profit. Two weeks
of the food contract between Saga ago in a similar Saga meeting,
and Boston College.
workers were told by George
The incentive plan, as proposed Koening that Saga's pre-tax profit
by the Saga management, calls for is about 5%. Mr. Koening is
minimum, median and Director of Food Services for
a
maximum pay scale for the Boston College.
Following worker agreement to
different categories of work. The
new scale is based on a minimum the Incentive Plan the meeting
wage of $1.70 and provides for took up the issue of the March
not more than two ten-cent wage
6th firing of Head Student
increases. Minimum wages will be Manager. Michael Berkey. Berkey
dependent on the category of was fired by Saga for his alleged
work which an employee does. participation in a "minor
Thus bussers, unloaders and disturbance" while eating his
checkers will earn a $1.80 evening meal. Mr. McCormick
minimum. With the single (continued on page 7)
exception of the Head Student
Manager, the highest minimum
wage will be $2.25, to
Headwaiters. Under the new plan
workers will be evaluated at least BY BARBARA LYMAN
At a meeting last Wednesday
once a semester by a Headwaiter
and may receive a pay increase if night, 100 female membersof the
the Headwaiter and management BC community along with some
conclude the worker is worth it. 25 male supporters decided to
Originally, Headwaiters had take immediate action to meet the
sought a $2. minimum wage needs of the women of Boston
increase for all workers, arguing College through petitioning for
that the extra money which Saga equal facilities and a mass rally.
had appropriated for the Incentive
As one of the interested
Plan should be applied to an students who organized the
across the board increase.
meeting but wished to remain
Mr. Joseph McCormick, anonymous due to her fear of
representing the Saga management repercussions explained, it was an
at the meeting, said the incentive attempt to "make a distinction
plan is an attempt to "upgrade between women's rights and
student labor." However in women's needs
We have to
response to a question about define our needs here at BC."
The meeting in Higgins 307
across the board increases
McCormick said, "I can't feel was a reaction to Dr. Mclntyre's
100% of the students are worth a announcement that Miss Ann
raise ... a majority are." Head Flynn's position as Dean of
waiter Joe Cirincione told workers Women was being terminated as
the plan "appears lucrative" but of June 30, 1971. This
said if the plan doesn't work out, announcement focused attention
"we'll have to hassle them (Saga) on the prevalent BC policy of
overlooking the needs of its
again."
Discussion of the wage issue women students.
One of the major concerns of
also brought up discussion of
where the profits are going that the women was planning action to
Saga is supposedly saving with its keep Miss Flynn in office. Miss

Bill McCormick, Saga manager, speaks with student workers during last week's worker meeting.Photoby
Gino DiLella.

BC students urge action on women's needs

..

Flynn was described as an
"intelligent, prudent and readily
available lady" who is "our dean
of women and we do not want a
change in her stature."
In addition to the need for a
person like Miss Flynn in such a
position, the women focused on
the larger needs and the issues of
women's participation and
representation on the campus.
The most blatant need area was
found in the field of health
services. Currently, if a woman
needs gynecological help, she is
forced to go outside the university
because she feels she cannot trust
the judgment of the resident
gynecologist, is too embarrassed,
or feels her confidence as an
individual will not be respected.
The need for a gynecological
clinic, along with more than the
present four female beds in the
infirmary were discussed.
Discrimination was cited in the
availability of athletic facilities,
and in admission and financial aid
policies. Currently, women
applying to BC as freshman or
transfer students, especially to

A&S, are being told that "being a
girl is one strike against you."
Placement and counseling
services were described as
inadequate for the entire
university, but especially so for
women. In the placement area,
few recruiters come to BC looking
for women employees, and this
was cited as another instance
where the needs of an important
part of the community are
overlooked.
In the academic area, the
women saw the need for courses
in sex education, the History of
Women and Women's Rights.
In addition, security problems
were discussed. As one woman
explained, "It seems that BC is
more worried about letting cars
on campus than in taking care of
the girls." According to the
women, security guards are asleep,
drunk, or not around; lights are
usually off and all previous
attempts to alleviate the problem
have been ignored.
Possible solutions to these
problems were proposed. It was
mentioned that the Women's

Equity Action League (WEAL)
had included BC on its list of 17
New England schools which
discriminate against women.
Under federal regulations
forbidding race and sex
discrimination, this legal action
could force the federal
government to cut off all of BC's
federal funds.
The women of Boston College
will hold a mass rally to
demonstrate the immediacy of the
problems here. In addition, two
petitions demanding that Miss
Flynn remain as Dean of Women,
and that the needs of the women
of the BC community be met, will
be circulated. By the time a vote
was taken on the petitions, only
about 64 people were present. By
a vote of 35 to 29 it was decided
to have two instead of one
petition. One petition will be for
all women of the campus to show
their solidarity of purpose; the
other will be for all male
supporters to show that the needs
of the female students to be
recognized and treated as women
must be met.
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B
News riefs
Bulletin Board
The following companies and
graduate schools will be on
campus to interview students.
Students interested in talking with
representatives from these places
should sign up for an appointment
prior to their visit to Alumni Hall.
March 16 Peace Corps
March 18 William J. Lynch &
Associates Training Program, New
England Mutual Life Insurance;
Underwriting, Computer
Programming, Management
Training & Accounting, and Giant
Stores.
March 19 Hartford Insurance
Training Program
March 25 Boston Woven Hose
March 26
American
Re-Insurance Company;
Underwriter, Auditor, Actuaries,
Junior accountants, Junior
Statistician
March 29 Beth Israel Hospital
March 30 Metropolitan

Life-Acturial
Candidates for the Scholars of
the College program in Arts and
Sciences for the academic year
1971-1972 may be submitted to
Gasson 103, Dean Hughes' office,
between now and April 2.

Guidelines for application are
available in Gasson 103.
Committee will begin its work
immediately after final submission
of these materials.

\u25a0

Women?lf you are now seeking

or sometime in the next 2-3 years
may be seeking a career in some
area of business, whether it be
hospital administration, data
processing or a community
organization, a stop by Campion
303 on March 24 at 3:00 p.m.
may give you a few good ideas.
The discussion will include
what areas and organizations are
most easily accesssible to women.
How to get into these and other
areas, the various problems a
woman must face as a professional
and any other questions or
comments that are brought up.
The BC Career Development
and Placement Office has been
actively investigating these areas
in the hope that they will be able
to provide women with as many
ideas and leads as possible so that
you may achieve your goals.

Tickets are available for the
following events in the Office of
Students Activities, McElroy 141:
1. Student tickets for the

Boston Ballet performance, march
26th and 27th, starring Edward
Villella. Tickets are $3.00, 4.00,

4.50.

2. Howdy Doody Revival Show

at LaSalle Junior College on
Friday, March 19th. Tickets are
$3.50. Show begins at 8 p.m.

3.

Chorale Concert starring

Eileen Farrell, Sunday March 21st
at 8:30 p.m. at Roberts Center.

The Division of Curriculum
and Instruction needs the help of
a student with skills in typing,
mimeographing, etc., to work 15
hours per week during mornings.
Typical pay is $2.00 per hour,

depending on extent of skill and
experience.
If interested, contact Mr.
Joseph McCarthy, Financial Aid

Office, Gasson 217, immediately.

Lectures
The Humanities Series at
Boston College invites you and
your friends to a poetry reading
by Ted Hughes and Richard
Murphy on Thursday, March 18,
at 8 p.m. in McGuinn. Auditorium.
On Tuesday March 23, the
Humanities Series will present
Professor I.A. Richards lecturing
on"The Book of Job" at 8 p.m.
in Higgins Hall.
Both events are free.

Downtown
Attention. All those who
attended or observed the
February 10 demonstration
against the invasion of Laos.
Twelve people are currently
charged with felonies as a result of
disturbances which followed the
demonstration. The arrests took
place between approximately
5:30 and 6 p.m. in the following
areas: Massachusetts Avenue
between Boylston and Newbury
Street one or two blocks off of
Massachusetts Avenue, Boylston
Street at the Prudential Center
and Kenmore Square.
If you saw on Wednesday,
February 10, anyone being taken
into custody by the police or if
you saw anyone carrying or
striking anyone with a long (7 or
8 foot) pole or pipe, the attorneys
for some of the individuals

charged would appreciate hearing

from you.

If you saw any of the above,
please drop a note with your
name, adress, phone number and a
brief description of what you saw
and where you were when you
saw it to: Attorney Edward F.
Haber, 148 State Street, Boston,
Mass.' 02109; or call 227-6020,
227-881 3, or 227-8420.
There will be a meeting of
Howard University alumni on
Monday March 1 5, at 7:30 p.m. at
the Holiday Inn, 1651 Mass. Aye.
in Cambridge.

There's a lot of competition in the job market

designed exclusivelyfor collegegraduates.
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Bahama Islands
Only SI 89 plus tax

Jet...Hotel...Tranfers

Studentours
. 1285 Commonwealth Aye.

March 19 and 20, Marx
Brothers special, Duck Soup and
Horse Feathers. Friday, March 19
showing at 7:30, Saturday, March
20, 5:00 and 8:30 p.m. All shows

787-5330

in McGuinn Auditorium
The Informer, a film directed
by John Ford, and based on the
novel by C. O'Flaherty, will be
shown Monday and Tuesday,
March 15 & 16 at 7:30 p.m. in
Higgins 304.
Sponsored by BC Irish Society.
Donation $.50.

Rides

...exclusive!

1. Are you a graduating
senior majoring in science,
engineering,agriculture or
business?
2. Are you graduating with
a degree in liberal arts,
with summer experience in
such skills as farming,
construction, business or
public health?
3. Are you willing and able
to acquire a working
knowledge of a foreign
language if g.ven the
proper training?
4. Do you have a genuine
desire to work in partnership with people in other
parts of the world?
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Ride wanted, March 11 or 12
to
New York City,
Peekskill-Westchester County
area. Will share expenses. Contact
Phil Bayer, Modular 78.
Needed: Ride for two persons
to Albany N.Y. area on Friday,
April 2. Call 523-0922 any
evening or on weekend. Will pay
for gas and tolls.

?,

warm handshake. All you have to do is

April 11-18

Flicks

u

A college graduate just doesn't get
the warm welcome he used to.

During Spring Break
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Icelandic Airlines jets \u25a0

you from New York to Luxembourg in the heart of
Europe for best connections
to everywhere. If you stay
overseas over 45 days or
under 17 days, our new
student fare of $300 round
trip saves you $212 as
against lowest comparable
fares of any other sched-

5
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students, ages 12 to 26,
who depart before June 1
or after August 15. Even
lower fares for groups. Save
via Icelandic no matter how
long you stay. See your
travel agent. Mail coupon,

§

To: Icelandic Airlines
630 Fifth Aye., N.Y. 10020
(212) PL 7-8585

C

THE PEACE CORPS
Washington, D. C.
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Tell me more about the opportunities
in the Peace Corps for graduating

uled airline. Effective for

Send folder CN on Lowest Jet
Fares to Europe O
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The Peace Corps
You can be proud of it.
You can be part of it.
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college men and women.
I'd be available for service in the
next 6:2 months Q YES QNO

Q MARRIED \u25a1
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If your answers to one of
the first two questions and
both of the last two questions are "YES", you are a
prospect for the Peace
Corps.
Want to know more? Send
in the coupon.
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School Committee begins crackdown on student strikers
BY LISA MILLER
After six weeks of confusion,
boycotts, and general chaos in the
Boston Public High Schools, the
School Committee has finally
tightened its grip on students and
faculty, and does not intend to let
go.
At a televised meeting at
Fanuiel Hall on Tuesday, March 2,
the School Committee ordered
that those teachers who verbally
supported the student strike be
criminally prosecuted on the
grounds of advocating the absence
of minors from school. Student
strikers under the age of 1 6 are to
be reported to the Attendance
Department so that "legal action
may be taken against said students
as truants" and all students over
16 will be referred to the Boston
School Committee so that they
can "take action on expelling said
students."
Attorney Paul Tierney,
chairman of the Boston School
Committee, disavowed the
sincerity of student strikers and
said that they Vere "not
interested in improving education,
but just disruptive." He also
affirmed that there is "no
question about it; the Progressive
Labor Party sent its members to
lead students."
Dr. William
J. Reed,
headmaster of South Boston High
School, shared a similar
sentiment. When asked about the
present situation of the strike
Reed's comment was merely,
"What strike?" His reply
concerning the 168 possibilities of
suspension for South Boston High
students was that he is "working
on it." Any participating
teachers? "I'll pass on that one,"

was Reed's response.

A lot of other people, however,
are reluctant to regard so lightly
the city-wide strike which caused
absenteeism of 25% of the public
school student population (about
4500 students) at the height of
the turmoil.
The impetus began on January
22 at English High when the
imputation of two black students
over a question of a purse theft
led blacks to walk out.
Concomitantly, a sit-it was staged
at Dorchester High School where
a black student had been hit by a
teacher, while 300 blacks, joined
by 250 whites, walked out of an
assembly at Brighton High School.
The Black Student Federation,
led by Leon Rock, and the
Student Mobilization Committee,
with which many of the students
began to align, drew up a list of
demands. The black student
demands include:
1. More black teachers and
counselors. (There are 35% black
high school students in Boston
and only 5% black teachers.)
2. Implementation of black
studies.
3. End to harassment by white
faculty and administration.
4. Investigation of the School
Committee by the Bridge Fund.
(The Bridge Fund is a black
community organization which
combines 16 educational
organizationsin Roxbury.)
5. Amnesty for all students on
strike.
Likewise, the Student
Mobilization Committee
enumerated six demands:
1. Support the demands of the

Black Student Federation.
2.

Freedom of

speech; no

$$$$$$$$$$$sssssss
APARTMENT FOR RENT
Brighton
2 bedroom luxury apt.
Air-Conditioning,

s

*

Dishwasher,

ParkinB
Town Estates
$27 5
254-6433

_

$

S

TAX HELP

?

$

Let me hassle your taxes for $5.
Ca| Mike Sirota at 787-5124
(keep trying). Students
?"
welcomed with open arms.
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Tierney finally appeared on
Thursday after students
telephoned him and also indicated
that he would ask the other
committee members to attend the
conference on the following day.
Due to short notice, however,
only school Superintnedent
William H. Ohrenberger and Mr.
Tierney were able to attend on
Friday.
The failure of this meeting
created a feeling of discontent
among the students and on
Tuesday, March 2, another
assembly was held at Fanuiel Hall.
The School 'Committee met with
700 students and passed three of

their

demands, including ending

phonenMsoeduxlatw
r eek
BY CHRIS GALLIGAN AND
TIM HORGAN
The installation of telephones
in the modular complex will be
facilitated in the next 10-1 4 days,

according to Mr. Robert Woods. Building which will house the
Director of Building and Grounds. main switchboard.
The installation of the phones has
According to John Boiardi of
been dependent on the the telephone company
completion of the Commons everything is in order except for
the completion of the Commons
Building. Orders have been taken
and $45,000.00 has been spent by
the telephone company in laying
new cables to and from the area.
However all cables are to meet at
the Commons Building, which will
not be completed until sometime
next week. As soon as that is done
the telephone crews will have to
spend another week connecting all
the cables before service can
begin.
Mr. Woods said he had hoped
the phones could have been in
weeks ago but, a death in the
family of one of the construction
workers and the unusually cold
winter had slowed the expected
Conversation-starved inmate of BC's modular housing listens in completion dateof the Commons.
For the last several weeks the
amazement to Arbor Bell's latest invention. Photo by Dan Natchek.
modular residents have had access
to only one emergency phone
which was extended from
McHugh Forum.
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HOFSTRA UNIVERSITY
HEMPSTEAD, LONG ISLAND, N.Y.11550
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Aye.

Boston, Mass.
Near Kenmore Sq.

POCKET BILLIARDS

"GREAT FOR
A DATE"
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FATBACK and CHANTILIY LACE
HARKNESS COMMONS (nr LAW Sch.)B
$2
WOMEN 18 $1
MEN 21
NEXT EVENT ? APRIL 29
HARVARD CRAP STUDINT ASSOC I

590 Comm.

summer
under-

graduate courses taught by Hofstra faculty,
;: supplementedby outstanding visiting professors ?
First session June 16-July 21 ? Second session
July 26-August 26 ? Courses also available at
Hofstra's Commack Extension June 28-August 2 ?
For information and catalogues, write or call:
Director of Summer Sessions, Telephone (516)

I

MAR 19 8-121

CAMPUS CUE

#>:, MVk ? Up to 14 credits during two, five-week
33
24
jbi is
sessions ? A wide range of graduate and
?7V;

of harassment, hiring of more
black teachers, and instituting
black studies, as black leader Leon
Rock said, "they were watered
down."
It was when committeeman
John Craven recommended that
strike leaders be prosecuted and
accusations of outside agitation
were cited that students began
yelling, "Strike!" The proposal to
prosecute supporting teachers
silenced many would-be-advisors
and left the studentsisolated.
The following day the SMC
and Black Federation called for a
rally at City Hall Plaza which
drew 1,000 students. The largest
single contingent represented was
South Boston High which had 400
students present. Speeches, were
(continued on page 7)

Committee members would be
present, Tierney explained that
they "were not invited."
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harassment of students or banning
of student speakers because of
political beliefs.
3. The right to form political
groups in schools.
4. Freedom of press: student
control of school newspapers and
the freedom to sell papers and
distribute leaflets on school
grounds.
5. All police out of schools.
6. Amnesty for all striking
students.
On Thursday and Friday,
February 25th and 26th, a
delegated conference was held at
University.
Boston
Representatives from all of the
city high schools were present to
discuss demands with the School
Committee. However, although
the consenses was that the School

o/i
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JUNE GRADUATES
JOBS AVAIL/MAJOR CITIES
CALIF-ARIZHAWAII
Professional/Trainee positions
currently available in all fields.
Available positions monitored
daily & rushed to you weekly.
For full information package,
including a 4 week subscription
on currently available jobs, plus
sample resumes, salary & cost
of living comparisons, & area
executive recruiters directory,
send $9 to:
JOBS IN THE SUN
Box 133-La Jolla-Calif 92037
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LETTERS

cake bake
To the Editor:
The Pakistan bake sale which was held before Christmas
raised over a thousand dollars which was sent to a relief
agency aiding the victims of the floods in East Pakistan.
This organization, called the HELP Relief Fund is based in
Dacca and has devoted most of its energies to regenerating
the economy of the fishing and farming areas of Manpura
through the establishing ofco-operatives.
Recently we received a letter from the HELP
organization thanking everyone at Boston College for the
efforts made in behalf of the people of Pakistan. Here are
some excerpts from that letter.
"Among the fishing communities, all the nets and boats
were lost or badly damaged. Under the guidance of Brother
Flavian, a man who spent twenty-five years with fishing
co-operatives," the HELP organization has provided the raw
materials and tools to help the people reconstruct the
fishing industry. This work has progressed well so far, to
the point where "already one group is again laying its nets,
bringing much needed fish to the Manpura bazaars."
"Looking to the future, HELP has hired a small
professional staff to implement the plans for mechanized
agriculture, community housing, road building, education,
and health. It will be months before life returns to normal
on Manpura, but it has already come a long way from the
morning of November 13."
To all of you who helped by loaning the use of your
oven, baking a cake, selling the baked goods, and giving
support and encouragement, thank-you.

Peace,

accusing finger at an innocent bystander, or what is worse,
the very people who are doing more to counter the
situation than he even knows about.
I would like to ask Mr. Harnden if he would care to
drink a quart of the phosphate detergent which he loves so
much, (and which Saga is now trying to find an adequate
substitute for), after which we could use his body to
sustitute for the hard-fill which is used in the construction
of places such as the modulars and the proposed athletic
complex, and also possibly donate the money saved on the
funeral, together with that from his last will and testament,
to be used for the hiring of more dishwashers and the
purchase of more utensils.
If this is not possible, I would ask Mr. Harnden to put
down his pen and either look into all aspects of the
situation, or stick to his almighty beer cans.
Mark Holihan '74

thoeldhome
Dear Students:
I wonder if anyone is really as concerned about out little
"microcosm" here as they so often profess to be. It seems
to me that more and more people and more and more
groups are getting into nagging like gossipy old students
(pardon the paraphrase) and getting out of doing something
about it. O'Connell House will be vacant come June of this
year, and we (all 6000 strong) can do what we damn well
please with it come September. Stop being spoon fed.
Leave words in box J-155 if you want to do something;
anything.
Mike Schippani
Resident Assistant

John FaganS.J.,A&S'72
Tom Flynn A&S '74

ecology

can

To all ecology-minded people:
I would like to make a reply to some statements made in
a letter written "To the managers of SAGA Food
Company", by one Bob Harnden '74, in the February Bth
issue of The Heights, regarding disposable dinner-ware.
Let me start out by saying that I am not a manager of
Saga Food, but am a representative of The Clean Air
Committee of the Tuberculosis and Respiratory Disease
Association, and a student who is actively interested in
ecology.
The alternative to disposable table service, in the eyes of
Mr. Harnden, is to keep washable dinnerware, and to have
Saga "hire a few more workers; save some forest land; and
keep thycity dumps for more important things-like
aluminum beer cans."
This person is defeating the entire ecology movement by
repeating a common mistake of the class of people who
assume that just because they see one possible wrong, the
"wrong" action is automatically the worst possible solution
to the problem, and that he is the only one conscious of the
situation. He then flies off the handle without any true
knowledge of the situation, and in a fit of rage, points the
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liberatngstudents
To the Editor:
It has come to my attention that the Resident Student
Lounge in McElroy has been divested of much of its
furniture, at last count approximately $2,600 worth. Much
of this furniture is apparently in dorm rooms on the upper
campus.
It is a fact of life at Boston College that students pay
approximately three-fourths of the operating budget. This
means that the students who are pilfering furniture are
ripping-off students.
I have heard numerous complaints from students on the
upper campus that they have no lounge facilities, but the
Resident Student Lounge in McElroy is supposed to serve
this purpose, offering 3,360 square feet of lounge space.
Right now the Resident Student Lounge is being closed
at 5:00 p.m. every day in order to try to prevent theft. I am
circulating a petition that the Resident Student Lounge be
open at all the hours that McElroy Commons is open so
that students may take the responsibility for their lounge
and make it what they want it to be.
I am asking that students, particularly residents of the
upper campus, make it their business to find who has
chosen to liberate the students' furniture and to see that
this furniture is returned to the Resident Student Lounge.
This should not necessitate disciplinary action. All it
involves is that students who have confiscated this furniture
for their private use see the error of their ways and that
students make the effort to carry the furniture back to
McElroy where it belongs.
If we pretend to have a Boston College community then
we must have some sort of community control. If students
are what make the Boston College community then the
least that can be asked is that students control students.
Sincerely,
Brian Hall

help
Please write shorter letters.
Sincerely,
The Editor

Monday, March 15,^1971
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Tommy the Greek
Dear Heights,
As an interested and concerned member of the Boston
College Community, I have followed with great interest the
series of articles concerning the fortunes of the Boston
College administration.
Beginning with the "Resign or be Fired" article written
with the by-line of Tom Sheehan, The Heights seems
convinced that someone's dismissal is imminent. At first, it
was Seavey Joyce; now the doomed figure is F.X. Shea. As
far as these predictions are concerned, I have not been able
to determine that anyone as yet has lost his job.
Now in the March 2 issue, The Heights has printed the
full text of a super-secret meeting Of the Board of Trustees.
I am interested in finding exactly what The Heights' source
was for the occurrances at this meeting; if indeed the
proceedings were so secret.
If there is something to these rumors, I'm interested to
find our what. However, so far Mr. Sheehan's record of
predictions has been something less than infallible. I doubt
if even The Heights Sports Department would support a
forecaster with Sheehan's record.
Sincerely,
John F. Boyle, Jr.
A&S '71

ingratitude
Editors of The Heights:
My compliments are sent to the Gold Key Club for their
sponsoring on Friday evening, Feb. 26, of a dynamic
performance by the Vale Russian Chorus. I noticed that a
popular female vocalist in concert on the same evening did
not influence the full-house audience at Campion
Auditorium. Again, compliments to Vale and BC
more
of same would be appreciated.
Dennis Sherman
Gasson Computer Center

.

.

core
To the Editor:
Courses alone will never produce the liberal arts person,
be they core or experimental. It is the outlook that is
important, not the course as such. However, one can state
certain attitudes of the person who is a liberal arts product.
1. He has an understanding and acquaintance with the
complex strands of his universe. He sees the course of
history, the major strands of human ideologies, the
complex structure of societies, the ways people think in
different cultures, etc. But he sees them in a unified
manner, blended throughout with sympathy and empathy.
2. The liberal arts person makes his choices and decisions
that concern his own involvement in the universe, founded
upon his knowledge and sympathetic understanding of that
universe and all that is in it. He recognizes his own peculiar
and unique position in this universe.
And finally,
3. The liberal arts person involves himself in the flux of
events, basing himself on his knowledge, reason, will and
emotions.
The liberal arts person is at once alone and yet related to
everything and everyone. This he recognizes and accepts.
Clearly, no set of courses, no university in fact, can
produce such products. But what a university can do is to
provide an atmosphere, a context, and an environment in
which students can begin to develop in this direction.
First of all there must be professors who are themselves
of this type and these must be accessible to students.
Secondly, there must be the tools and techniques
(books, lectures, discussions, even rote learning of language)
fundamental to the acquisition of the knowledge needed to
acquire the basic information without which one cannot
read books intelligently, one cannot discuss topics
rationally and critically, and one cannot develop the

attitudes needed to advance toward the goal of a liberal arts
person.
Thirdly, there must be students who desire to become
this type of person, and not lawyers, doctors, businessmen
or even college professors.
As for the vast numbers of other students, we must cease
trying to do what cannot be done?give them a liberal arts
background.
The aim should be rather to provide them with some
understanding of the complexity of the world in which
they live, help them acquire the tools and techniques
needed for what one might call "good citizenship in a
united world", and send them on to their professional and
business careers prepared to do'a decent joband help solve
the problems that now and always will beset human
existence. This means that we need to experiment with new
ways of providing students with information and
knowledge, and to develop in all students the recognition
that action without knowledge and compassion is blind,
while action without reason based in these is insanity.
These are the goals the University Core Curriculum tries
to attain. Because of the time span (4 years) during which
the student must try to become liberally educated as well as
professionally trained, the University Core must be in
conflict with professionalized education?to some degree at
least. But the great importance to civilization of the liberal
arts person
that we make what adjustments are
feasible to further the attainment of these goals. Our
professional people must have a liberal arts point of view as
great as possible.
The University Core may fail to accomplish anything
positive but if it does, it will be for one of the following
reasons:
1. There are not enough faculty with such a point of
view to teach the courses. There are too many
professionally oriented faculty who cannot understand the
need for such a program, since they feel the university must
concentrate only on the inculcation of professional skills.
2. Students are too economically narrow-visioned to
recognize the need for discipline as well as tools in their
search for the liberal arts point of view.
3. There are those students who believe a liberal
education means "freedom" from all disciplined work, and
studies without preparation in and the development of the
basic tools needed to proceed in an orderly fashion. Such
students acting either on the basis of sheer naivete about
education, or in a deliberate attempt to disrupt the
development of a truly liberal student, may indeed cause
the program to fail.
It is imperative for the future of Boston College and the
intellectual integrity of its students that a firm decision be
made in which direction Boston College is to go-toward a
good professional training grounded on a sound liberal arts
foundation, or simply a professional training based upon a
superficial veneer of liberal arts.
Louis O. Kattsoff

The Bush League
Dear Sir:
I earnestly hope that the report of The Boston Globe and
the supposed "bugging" of a meeting of the Board of
Trustees is entirely untrue.
During my years at Boston College, I was at pains to
support those student efforts which sought to make the
university a happy, enlightened place. I would judge a
student action such as the report alleges to be "bush" and
obscene. I am afraid to imagine what would have been the
outcome had the same charge been made and substantiated
about any student meeting.
With the ever widening war, with the need for an
informed and concerned electorate, your readers deserve
your critical attention to such areas of possible
conflagration and not this polemic attempt to start
flashfires in what I consider the out-of-bounds, if not
outhouse, area of concern and need.
Sincerely yours,
Robert T. Ferrick, S.J.
Ass't Prof: Theology

Infidel

Dear Editors:
Your peek at the Board of Trustees meeting must have
been exciting, but I guess you had to be there to appreciate
it. As reported in your March 2 issue, it sounded positively
dull. What's your beef? Not that the trustees are doing
something improper, but rather that their personalities and
mannerisms do not appeal to you. Do you feel (as I do),
that Father Shea should not have been fired? Hardly. In the
past few months you have called him everything but a
wife-beater. Do you feel that their discussion of possible
Heights snooping was unwarranted and paranoid? Answer
that one yourselves. Do you charge the trustees with
responsibility for the firing of Phillips? Well, in your Feb.B
issue you said Father Joyce did it "unilaterally" and "in a
void". How about the vacant trustee seat? It looks like the
Board is following eminently worthwhile procedures in
selecting a new man. If you think Father Fahey is a bad
choice then say so.
I repeat, you raised no issues on which the trustees may
be criticized except that of personality. To my horror I
discovered that Father Donovan is a "politician of
incredible talent." Would you prefer him to be gauche and
incompetent, like the students you would replace him
with? (Would that the Undergraduate Government could
boast even one man of "Incredible Talent".) You think he
judges "a man's true worth" by his degrees. No, he was
talking about qualifications for jobs, not the worth of a
man. And finally, you relate that Father Donovan foiled
the notorious "Get Seavey" plot in December but neglect
to thank him for it.
You charge Father Baumhart with evil wishes about the
young Jesuits at Boston College, but ignore the reason he
gives. Do you think that the Jesuits at Boston College
should feel that they own it? That's what he is trying to
avoid.
And then a supreme inanity?"Father Kennaly is too
old." Gpod reporting: you guess his age within 15 years and
raise your editorial eyebrows. I think you would crucify
Jesus Christ for being over 30.
The only reason you can think of for the dissent of Frs.
Devlin, Fleming, and Mackin involve revenge, jealousy and
Fordham plots. Isn't it just possible that these men are,
what you call, "liberal" and that they would therefore, how
you say, "disagree violently"?
One point is awarded for noting that the trustees are a
part of a world that, among many students, "died years
ago." It is the world of responsibility and of resisting the
whims of the moving masses.
Gentlemen, you are in the grip of chronic, and probably
terminal, youth chauvinism.
Sincerely,
Tom Goodman,

Another recount
Editors:
A few belated kudos are in order to the UGBC Election
Committee concerning their unsuccessful foray into the
realm of competency two weeks ago, specifically in regard
to their handling (should I say fumbling?) of the
vice-presidential returns. When nine recounts turn in nine
different results, one seriously questions the wisdom
involved in abolishing the Math core. More importantly, no
security was implemented whatsoever during the
"impounding" of our priceless claims to student
democracy. I think any of the eighty-odd Tom's, Dick's,
and Tony's that inhabited Brett Conference Room during
that period in question could attest that the recounts were
equivalent in supervision and controlled efficiency to the
Mardi Gras. The few of us who might have a passing interest
in maintaining a semblance of justice in these matters are
forced to conclude that the rather convivial atmosphere
nurtured by the Election Committee could perhaps have
had an adverse effect on their tallies. Am I inferring that
there were Boston College students present who might try
to distort the vote count by finding new ballots or
abolishing old ones? Ah c'mon! This is a Jesuit University.
Diffidently,
Torelli & Bomblardi
(and other sundry lovers of the good earth)

THE HEIGHTS
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completely open?we accept articles from writers
everywhere, even off-campus donations, true fiction is our
touchstone, with henry miller, we cry out: "away with
histories and biographies! a book
even if it has only one
Dear sir,
ecstasy and not dry farts!"
great page in it
My name is Thomas Robert Cumisky of 36 White St.,
cement is boston college
Tauton, Massachusetts of the Republic of the United States
cement is the salt on the popcorn
of America and I served my country with the First Infantry
cement, ah, cement
of the United States Army. And my Service records are
classified as \u25a0 restricted and confidential. And I am on
why must society always shackle its artists?
Electrical brain wave heavy pick up and 1 am asking you to
Joseph P. McDonough
call up the United States Government Agency and ask them
editor-in-chief
if they didn't receive a letter from me around Abraham
William Mundy Reap
Lincoln's Birthday. And the' reason that I am writing this
editor-in-not-chief
letter is because children, Mothers and Fathers have lost
Robert J.Polito
their lives on account of it.
editor of beast epics
Thomas Robert Cumisky

ClasifIed

.

Simplicity

Uncle Thomas

Dear Sirs:
As a representative to the student committee of the
Philosophy Department, I would like to comment upon the
report issued last week by the A&S Stuent Senate
concerning student representation to the departments of
A&S. I am immediately concerned with the lack of mention
of the Philosophy department in this report. Since last year,
students majoring in philosophy have been represented by a
committee of majors, with two voting positions in general
department meetings. In addition, all meetings of the
department are open to concerned students. The immediate
duties of the committee include the formulation of
recommendations for all faculty members being considered
for either tenure or promotion. At the same time, the
committee is involved with developing new programs for
the majors, both in curriculum and in extra-curricular
involvement.
Beyond my immediate concern as a student
representative in philosophy, however I am concerned with
the carelessness, inefficiency, and unreliability of the A&S
Student Senate in its approach to this matter. One wonders
if the lack of concern, and poor preparation of this simple
report is not evidence of a deep-seated incompetence and
lack of concern on the part of the Student Senate.
Yours truly,
MarkE.Herlihy(A&S'72)

To the Heights:
"I saw the best minds of my generation destroyed by
madness, starving hysterical naked, ..."
There has been much discussion of the core curriculum
lately, much of which I have witnessed and participated in.
As crucial as these deliberations are, I believe there exist
other, more basic questions which are lurking right below
the surface, which must be dealt with, lest we find we've
learned little from last spring.
From meetings which have recently taken place, there
seem to be three positions being articulated on the core:
1. Revise the core along collegiate lines,
2. Revise the core along university lines,
3. Abolish the core altogether.
The first is being held by many faculty. The second is
put forth by "liberal" faculty and moderate students. The
third is proposed by the vast majority of students.
Evidently we find ourselves confronted with the same
unholy disunion which led to last spring's strike. It seems
we are headed toward another stark collision between
"them" and "us", between conservative and radical,
between "faculty-administration" and "students" (as it
were).

Cement mixer
the editor:
"the man who cannot visualize a horse galloping on a
tomato is an idiot."
?andre breton
to

if there is any one single characteristic which may
describe suitably this university, it is its overwhelming lack
of imagination, the heights, trapped by its claimed devotion
to fact over fantasy, supresses the imaginationof its writers.
stylus is not only caught up in the inescapable circle of
autobiographical "fiction", but also has not managed to
move beyond the linear arts. As apollinaire once stated,
"autobiography under the guise of fiction is not an art."
on the other hand, cement has no inclination to remain
in the realm of the real, its writers follow in the tradition of
the symbolists, surrealists and dadaists. and seek to push
the imagination far into the unknown, so we can say, along
with Rimbaud, "je suis un autre."
we. cement, are/is neo-dadist by definition, whats that?
the best way we can explain is with the german definition:
"was istdada? dada ist alles! dada ist nichts!"
unfortunately, in order for true art to flourish, it must
depend upon the benevolence of its angels, in the tradition
of all avant-garde publications, cement is without funds.
would you wish us to repeat the yellow book incident? and
whal of the little review, litteratur, left banke review and
the Saturday evening post?
how often is a piece in stylus not written by an editor?
cement is the only journal on the be campus which is

The questions are:
1. Who determines what the BC degree will mean?
2. Does the university exist, of and for the students or,
of and for the faculty? (We assume, for the moment, that
the administration is an objective third party ready to carry
out the will of the community.)
One way of dealing with the problem is to hold a great
plebiscite: "Shall the administration carry out the will of
the faculty or the will of the students?", after which one is
entitled to love it or leave it. In years past, the answer
clearly was, the primarily Jesuit faculty will make this
determination, which determination they defer to the
President and Trusties.
Unfortunately, many people on both sides would
subscribe to this (plebiscite) or a similar plan, and we would
be left with a university poorer by several of its best faculty
and/or students. (It is my contention that the alleged
decline in quality of student at BC springs from the fact
that the forward-looking innovative spirit which seemed to
characterize BC when I was a high-school senior, has been
stalled in mid-committee. True dialogue is
non-existent?too many cheerios eaters.)
I think I see a way out of this dilemma; a way which
allows us all to co-exist, forming a true community where
the term "academic freedom" doesn't mean spiritual
paralysis. I believe that the "Alternative programs" section
of the revised Uncle proposal has the potential to serve the
self-stated needs of the students, while allowing
unlike-minded faculty to ply their wares with integrity; and
hopefully allowing for the true freedom where opposing
educational ideologies are carried out as well as discussed.
For an example and starting point, I suggest the
Post-Modern-Man course presently offered by the honors
pogrom. I believe that this course has shown the potential
for exploring the idea that "Aims of Liberal Education"
can be realized in ways totally divergent from

traditional methods. I further hope that both students and
faculty alike can begin immediately to develop other such
programs, in order to make the "Alternative programs"
section meaningful. Finally, I hope that students will be
willing to give the revised Uncle proposal a try before giving
up on core curriculum entirely, and I hope that professors
with opinions strongly opposed to such courses as
Post-Modern-Man will be willing to give the idea of
non-traditional approaches to undergraduate education a
try. Fifteen years after Allen Ginsburg began to howl, we're
still starving hysterical naked.
Yours,
Richard Gram, BC '72
P.S. If this letter seems to be an Uncle-Thomist plea for
moderation, that's just what it is.

Child theft
To the Editor:
Over the Washington Birthday weekend, some person or
persons ransacked the offices on the third floor of
McGuinn. Not only did they do extensive damage to the
property and files of the Psychology Department, but they
also stole a portable electric typewriter from the Cerebral
Palsied Classroom of the Campus School.
This theft does double injury to these
mutliply-handicapped children. A child will be deprived of
his major means of communication; and since there is no
insurance applicable, the budget for curriculum will be
reduced by the replacement price of the machine.
Love and kisses from
The Campus School Staff

Worker's paradise
To the Editor:
In the latest episode of Student verses the Bureaucratic
Universe, students have organized to petition Saga for
better wages, better food, and honesty. So far we have none
of these. Acting as students and employees we have asked
to see facts and figures to help: l)determine fair wages;
2)discover exactly where all the students' board fee goes;
3)merge the commuter and resident dining halls; and 4)find
a system where a student will pay only for what he eats. All
are related to other ecological and efficiency concerns.
So where have we gotten? Nowhere, jack. The
management refuses to answer any of our concerns except
with sheets of rhetoric, and an appaling lack of facts. The
Administration offers only committees and gibberish to
help us. We have no one except ourselves. We need unified
student support for unified student concerns, and then
perhaps, just perhaps, our student services will actually
serve us.
Michael Berkey
Bob DeFrino
Bob Leist
Jack Lorenzo
John McLain
Joe Cirincione
Tim Anderson

Confidential II
Dear sir,
I wrote a letter to the United States Government of
Agency. And informed them to inform you and I want you
to inform them of the situation that exists in the past and
in the future of earthquakes and tidal waves in on account
of heavy pick up of me that is gring cause by people of
dishonesty and people that have dishonest intentions. My
service records are classified as confidential and restricted
on upon of account of that reason that is why this present
situation exists.
Thomas Robert Cumisky
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Court action
(continued from pagel)

any previous criminal records.
According to Doctor Charles L.
by the pair varied from a low
amount of $33.70 (Hall on Vaughn, the Director of the OSP,
12/16/70 and Keany on Hall was to have been leaving her
12/16/69) to a high of $384.00 job as secretary this May Ist and
(Hall on 4/15/70).
Keany was to have been leaving
Personnel Director Sullivan his job on April Ist. Vaughn said
said that neither of the two had that the original investigation had

Saga plan

sets new

(continued from page 1)
claimed Berkey's participation
was not representative of a Saga
worker. Berkey, who was not
working at the time, said he was
acting as a student and not as a
Saga worker. According to Mr.

..

..

OPEN EXCHANGE
original
JASON-MEDIA
OPENS MARCH 19

pay scales

worker movement." Berkey
continued, saying the primary
reason for his firing was "I didn't
push the workers as hard as Saga
wanted me to ... I believe in
cooperation with the workers."
According to student workers,
Michael Berkey has played a
major role in the intensifying Saga
worker movement which over the
past few weeks has become
decidedly anti-management.
According to
the Saga
Headwaiters the movement "is
reflected mainly in growing
worker discontent and poor food
quality."

McCormick, the action taken
against Berkey was taken "solely
for Thursday night." the night of
the disturbance. "I know he
didn't start it
but when I saw
him adding to it, I could no longer
picture him working for me."
The disturbance took place in
the resident dining hall on
Thursday March 4th about 6 p.m.
when over 100 students began
pounding on the tables with fists
or silverware.
Although Saga denied any
other criterion for Berkey's firing,
Berkey believed there were other
reasons. "I was fired for political
reasons
my activity in the

been conducted by the Treasurer's
Office and that he had been
absent due to illness at that time.
He also said that the OSP had
originated as an office in 1965,
and that it had formerly existed as
the Bureau of Business Research.
Keany, who was recently

At their meeting the workers
decided to take action in response
to the Berkey firing. A petition
has been circulated among the
400 Saga student workers as an
expression of worker sentiment
over the issue. According to Joe

SAVE YOURSELF
TERM PAPERS

Cirincione there will be action if
the petition is ignored, possibly a
work stoppage. "Personally, I'll
quit if Mike (Berkey) is not
re-hired." Mr. McCormick asserted
that even a majority worker
support of Berkey would "not
necessarily" achieve its purpose.

Finally, workers discussed
securing disclosure of the terms of
the contract between Saga and
Boston College. Workers feel there
should be more student control
over the terms of next year's
Food Service contract and choice
of the Food Service Vendor which
possibly would not be Saga.
During the Boston College strike
last May, the university made it
clear that the terms of financial
transactions of the university
would become more available to
the university as a whole.
Cirincione said work is being done
on this issue through student
representatives and the Student
Life Board.

RESEARCHED/WRITTEN/TYPED
The Cheapest, The Fastest,
The Most
.
Professional Service In « The Area

_

FIRST TWO NIGHTS ONLY!
BRING WHATEVER YOU
CHOOSE TO THE THEATRE

.

.- . .
CALL

IN EXCHANGE

617-321-1388
"JASON-MEDIA" exploresquestions
of competition, power, and male
female oppression.
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Exploratory performances
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Cambridge
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Listen for
the sounds
of 10ve...

June 14-Aug.23
open

,0 BC

$210
students, faculty.

administration, alumni
?\u25a0\u25a0
immediate ffamilies
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call: Campus rep.-F.d McCourt.
926-1535

-SOM HONORS PROGRAMS SEMINAR SERIES
PRESENTS
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Every Fri.& Sat: at 8:30
thru March

868-Cavan Theatre-491
8520-1555 Mass. Ave.-9579

JOHN F. McMANUS
STAFF MEMBER
OF

THE JOHN BIRCH SOCIETY
'AN OVERVIEW OF OUR WORLD'
\

7:30 P.M.

FREE ADMISSION

9:00 a.m. Friday arraignment.
The proceedings were heard by
Associate Justice Francis J.
Larkin. A problem arose due to
the fact that Larkin is also Dean
of the BC Law School, and
because he holds this post, any
decisions which he might have to
make might be construed as
prejudicial. He subsequently
offered to defer the case to
another judge if requested, but no
objections were fowarded and he
will therefore continue to handle
the case.
Both defendants entered pleas

of "not guilty," and the case was

continued until March 26 at the
request of the defense counsel.
Both

i

Where do you hear them?
In a plea for help from
someone who needs it? In a
dialogue between students and
the Establishment? In a talk
session for a marriage-on-therocks? At a Catholic Mass
conducted in an Episcopal
Church?
You'd be surprised.
The sounds of love are
anyone can
everywhere
hear them. If they listen.
The Paulists listen. But,
like everything in life, the
things that matter most are
the hardest.
It isn't easy being a Paulist.
But then, the best things in
life never are.
If you are interested in
more information about the
Paulist priesthood, write to:

Higgins 307

FREE COFFEE

Rev.Donald C. Campbell, C.S.P.
Vocation Director

cpaulist.
cpathetg
Room 114

415 West 59th Street

New York, N.Y. 10019

defendants have

been

released on personal recognizance.
The case is being prosecuted by
the Newton Police Department.

Boston school strike
(continued from page 3)
made and a group of 15 students
went over to address the School
Committee, which was not
available lor conference.
On Saturday, March 6, another
demonstration was held at the
same location. However, this time
only 400 students were present.
Carla Hoag, regional coordinator
of universities at SMC, attributes
the declining interest to the
barriers put up by the School

Committee. "The students are
scared," she said. "They have no
one to turn to. All along they
have felt that the only way to win
their demands was in mobilizing
the entire high school population
of Boston and then by reaching
out and winning over the parents,
teachers, and the whole
community." But with threats of
suspension, expulsion,
of teachers, along
with references to racism and
outside agitation, the School
Committee has succeeded in

prosecution

Summer in Europe
Boston Campus Flights
Boeing 707 jet
June 16-September 7 $199*
July 5-August 24 $219*
call Sandra Etligers
evenings 625-9524
('open only to BC students,
faculty and their familiesprice based on 60 seats.)

smashing unity.

Mr. Craven now wants an
investigation of Northeastern
University which provided
workshops for high school
students. Tierney said that the
case here revolves around the
possibility that this may have
encouraged students to leave
school but also added that it is
dubious that there will be
sufficient evidence to prosecute.

PSYCHEDELIC LIGHTING
For parties, room
decorations, dances rock

concerts. World's largest
psychedelic lighting catalog for
rentals, sales lightshows, send

as $2).
RockTronics, 22-BC Wendell St
Cambridge, Mass. 02138
$1 (credited

\u25a0

?
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Attorney William F. Coyne and
Mr. Keany was represented by
Attorney Arnold Felton at the

T£RM PAp ERS UNLIMITED

FOR ADMISSION.

Phone Reservations Necessary

elected to the School Committee
in his hometown of Millis, is
reportedly planning to sue the
University for slander. According
to Mr. John Danahy of the
Treasurer's Office, however, the
University's legal counsel has
fowarded "sufficient legal opinion
that there are no grounds for
slander."
According to an article carried
on the front page of the March
12th edition of the Newton
Tribune, the pair allegedly
embezzled the money by means
of a ''misuse of check
requisitions." Danahy said that
this report is fallacious, but
neither he nor Chief O'Leary
would disclose exactly how the
money was allegedly taken, nor
did either of the two wish to
discuss any other aspect of the
charges due to the legal
difficulties which sometimes arise
from such pre-trial disscussions.
Miss Hall was represented by

As to the future of the strike,
SMC appears distressed. Most
students are back in school
now?they don't know what else
to do. There is a meeting
Thursday night between the
School Committee and the PTA
but, as one high school student
put it,"I don't forsee a change of
policy by the Committee."
Perhaps Mr. Paul Tierney sums
up the School Committee's
position accurately: "Students
have no right to strike."

THE APOCALYPTIC GOOD TIME BAND
and

FORT MUDGE MEMORIAL DUMP
in concert

Lucy Wheelock Theatre

Wheelock College 200 The Riverway, Boston
March 19,8:30 p.m.

Tickets $2.00; avilable at Headquaters East,
942 Mass. Aye. Cambridge or at the door
or by calling 734-5200.
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Eagles lose finale
BY RICK SHEPHERD AND
MIKE LUPICA
I know you're around here
somewhere, Erich Segal. I mean.
who else could have messed up
the ending to the Jimmy O'Brien
picture. Ryan O'Neal loses so
everybody has to lose, right.
We're getting pretty sick of you
around Boston. Erich. First the
Jennifer Cavilerri thing and now
this. It's a good thing you didn't
write The Wizard of Oz. The darn
witch would have come out on

had five more turnovers, and went
to the foul line nine fewer times
than the slick outfit from Philly's
Main Line.
Porter had only six rebounds,
but it seemed that his greatest
asset was intimidation. Time and
again, the BC forwards would
have what appeared to be good
shots underneath, only to pass the
ball back out, travel, or fake
around and throw it away. And
when the Wildcats needed a
rebound, it would be Porter, up
high enough for everybody else to
top.
You sure deserved a lot more, read the Converse on the bottom
of his sneakers, to get it.
Jimmy O'Brien. More than Dame
Fortune or Jack Kraft was willing
Villanova began to run away at
to give. More than just two
the start in the second half.
numbers on a darkened Siemiontkowski threw in a couple
scoreboard. You were meant to go of ballistic missiles and then guard
out a winner, Jimmy. Making
Tom Ingelsby took charge. At the
shots that should not have been four minute mark, his three point
play, following a length of the
made, making passes where there
was no room, beating some
court pass from Ford, made the
score 53-36. Half a minute later
hotshot team you had no business
he threw one in from 25 feet, and
?beating.
Villanova 90, Boston College
it looked like school was out for
the Eagles.
77. With that, the season came to
an end for the 1970-1971 version
The Eagles were unable to
of the Eagles basketball squad, break the tough 3-2 zone thrown
along with whatever slim hopes up by Villanova. rarely getting
that there might have been for an
more than one shot at the hoop
NIT bid.
due to Villanova's superior height
In more ways than one. it was and board strength.
the worst defeat absorbed by the
With about ten minutes left BC
Eagles this season. After big wins was down by twenty. 64-45.
over Duquense and Holy Cross, From then on.it was a matter of
they seemed to be flat for this playing catch-up tor 0.8. and the
one. The first Eagle basket, a Dave
boys. At times, the task looked
Walker tap-in. did not come until
hopeless. But with about seven
there were five minutes gone.
minutes left. Walker and Frank
At the eight minute mark, a Fitzgerald (now maskless) started
Pete Schmid lay-up following a
things happening. Four free
throws by the Walk, sandwiched
great O'Brien feed made the score
I 1-9. the closest the Eagles would around a hoop by Fitzie cut the
come. With Howard Porter and lead, which had gotten as high as
forward Clarence Smith sweeping 22 at one point, to 74-62 with
the boards clean, and Chris Ford
6:27 remaining. Hope.
Two free throws by Schmid
controlling the game from the
backcourt. the Wildcats then niade. it 74-64. and now the joint
proceeded to outscore our heroes.
was going crazy.
10-1.
Two free throws by Smith, and
BC was out of the game early then a sleeper play by Porter got
for one of the tew times this the lead back up to fourteen.
season, trailing by a score of 78-64. and for all intents and
42-29 at the half (with six purposes, that was the ballgame.
minutes left the score was 25-20. With 1:06 left, and 0.8. free
but quick buckets by 67" Hank
throw made it 85-77. At this
Siemiontkowski and 6'B" Porter point, the Eagles began to foul in
swelled the lead).
an attempt to gain posession of
The statistics were relatively the ball, but the strategy
even at the midway point, with backfired as Tom Inglesby sank
the Eagles actually holding an four free throws in one-and-one
edge in rebounding, 20-19. situations to knot it up for the
However, in the categories which Wildcats.
usually tell the story-turnovers
With twenty seconds left
and free throws- the Eagles were Jimmy O'Brien walked off the
at a definite disadvantage. They
Robert's Center floor for the last

to

Wildcats; O.B. feted

time, and a packed house of
friends rose to say thank you.
There was still a basketball game
going on, but no one noticed, or
cared. It was a moment of
emotion, of sadness, a temporary
letting go. 0.8. was leaving, with
three years of thrills, three years
of fun, three years of his magical
mystical basketball tour. For two
years, little No. 10 had been
Boston College basketball. And
now he was departing.
For flashy Villanova, Porter
had 23 with 17 rebounds,
Ingelsby had 20, and
Siemiontkowski had 19. Villanova
is a well-coached ballclub, and on
this night they had too many
shooters, and too much height for
the Eagles. They were a far more
impressive group than the
Duquense team which ran up and
down the same court the previous
week. The Wildcats could be an
interesting commodity in the
NCAA.
A few words must be spoken at
this point about a basketball
player named Frank Fitzgerald.
He may have looked like Captain
America out there this year, but
he was one helluva player for

UConn and Northeastern tied with
32, and BC had 28. Actually the
meet came down to the mile
relay. NU and UConn were both
in the last heat and a victory in
the mile relay would give UConn
the championship. However, NU
prevailed in meet record time of
3:19.8, as the partisan crowd
witnessed a close but
disappointing race, with UConn
finishing second.
BC had two individual winners,
John Bykowsky in the 60 yard
high hurdles and Charlie Diehl in
the mile. Soph Bykowsky
established a meet record with a
7.4 clocking. Diehl ran away from
Bob Ryan of Tufts winning in a
fine 4:06.9. Diehl's time
established a new school indoor
record and was only five-tenths
of a second of his outdoor record.
Jack McDonald finished second in
the 1000 in 2:14.8. Yin Catano

..

clapping,

cheering,

chanting

0.8.0.8.0.8.
The Eagles finished the season
with a 15-11 record. When asked
to evaluate the season, Coach
Daly said that he was "reasonably
happy," but naturally would have
been more pleased with a NIT bid.
He added that the season was
"very strange in that we beat
tournament

Davidson,

(St. John's,
Providence, and

teams

but faltered
Duquense)
elsewhere." He said that it was
difficult to evaluate next season's
outlook, but
pom-ted

optimistically to
returning
experience in Schmid, Walker,
Smith, Bolus,,Phelan and Anstett.
He felt that there were a few
players on campus "who might
help us" although they were not
on scholarship, pointing to
Walker, Dunn, and Phelan as
examples of hoopsters who had
made their mark on the team
although not on basketball
scholarships.
And so now it is over. For
Jimmy O'Brien it is goodbye and
good luck. And thanks. Like poet
John Gould Fletcher: "We live but
in memories and we have never
forgotten and shall never forget. "

BC skier prior to making triple-half-gainerin tournament run

Skiers slide into second place
The Beanpot Ski Tournament
may be unheard of to all but the
competitors, but it is a reality.
BC recently competed in the
final round against Northeastern,
Boston University, Bentley, and
Babson. At the start of this last

Diehl clocks new indoor record
Boston College finished a close
fourth in the New England
Inter-collegiate indoor track and
field championships held
February 27. at the University of
Connecticut, Storrs. The meet
featured a close team battle, close
races, meet records, good crowd,
and good meet organization.
Surprise team winner was Boston
University. BU has had for the
past several years until this year
fairly weak track squads.
Although BU is hampered by a
lack of indoor or outdoor track
facilities, they nevertheless
managed to always have at least
some, outstanding individuals on
their team, and in a championship
meet it is the number of
outstanding performers a team has
that usually matters, rather than
general team depth. BU totaled
33/2 points, defending champ

Chuck Daly. And as Daly himself
says, "That mask cost him at the
very least three field goals every
ballgame. Finally, in the second
half tonight, the doctor gave him
the 0.X., he took the thing off,
and you saw what happened. (14
points?which is his season's
average for the whole game? and
8 rebounds.) I shudder at the
thought of not having him next
year."
Against Villanova,not only did
Fitzie score a team high 24 points,
he also had the unenviable task of
guarding Porter, who scored 23.
He will be missed.
0.8. was, well
0.8. 17
points, 9 assists, many of them
spectacular. Directing traffic as
the little field general to the end.
Before the game he was awarded
the Courtside Club Award as the
senior who had done the most for
Boston College basketball, which
was about as surprising to the fans
as the sun rising in the East. He
was never introduced verbally
with fellow seniors Mike Dunn,
Greg Sees, Yin Costello and
Fitzgerald. After Fitzgerald was
introduced, everybody just rose,

also made the final running 2:1 5.4
in sixth. Paul Bosco took third in
the two mile in a performance
that has to be called tremendous.
In the seeded heat of the two mile
there were at least a half dozen
runners with previous times this
year better than Bosco's. Yet,
Bosco hung in there strong
throughout the race. With less
than a hundred yards to go Bosco
displayed a tremendous kick to
make up several yards on Speck of
Providence to nip him at the wire
for third in 9:15.2, Bosco's best
time ever. Donny Schneider
finished second in the 60 yard
dash as BU's Ford Dennis won in a
meet record of 6.2. The two mile
relay team of McDonald, Walsh,
Diehl, and Catano finished third
in 7:48. Frank McQuade picked
up a fourth in the weight with a
toss of 577"

day, BC was in fourth place. They
In the second run Saule and
were comfortably ahead of Cyr. D'Ambrosio, and Maher held
Babson. but trailed the leader. on for the team. But since they
Northeastern, by twenty had bee'n cautioned by coach Bill
percentage points.
Toof to ski carefully, they each
The team was faced with a do dropped back a place. The final
or die proposition. They knew results showed them in 2nd, 3rd,
that a poor finish in the Beanpot 4th, and 10th places respectively.
would ruin their league standings.
These finishes were good
On the first run Tim Saule enough to boost the team into
flashed through the slalom course second place, five percentage
with a time good enough for the points behind the winner,
first place. Not to be denied, the Northeastern.
team put two more racers, Tim
This fine finish gives the team
Cry and Joe D'Ambrosio, in the an excellent chance to travel to
top five; with Jim Maher not far the regional meet just a few weeks
away.
behind.

Hey,sport!
The Heights needs sports writers en masse; no talent necessary.
Position- also available for sports editor-cover the sports YOU
want covered: football, baseball, surfing, chess, rugby, etc.
Apply at The Heights, McElroy 102. Leave name & stuff with the
Editor-in-Chief.

